Minutes of the Meeting

Subject: B.A. (Hons.) Generic Elective Economics 4th Sem.
Course: 4a Indian Economy II
Date of Meetings: 9th January, 2017
Venue: Department of Economics, Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi
Chair: Prof. Aditya Bhattacharjea

Attended by:

1. S.N. Rao  Maharaja Agrasen College
2. Dipavali Debroy  SGGSCC
3. Shivani Gupta  Shivaji College
4. Aditi Aeron Bansal  SBSC
5. Poonam Kalra  St. Stephens College
6. Kartikeya Kohli  Aryabhatta College
7. Suresh Kumar  Kalindi College
8. Divya Misra  LSR College
9. Bhupinder Kaur  Miranda House College
10. Deepika Schdev  Ramjas College
11. Sangeeta Meena  Dyal Singh College (M)
12. Amit Kumar  Vivekanand College
13. Suman Rani  Shyam Lal College
14. Renu Sinha  Satyawati College
15. Abhash Kumar  Rajdhani College
16. Sumeet Goyal  Daulat Ram College
17. Bharat Singh  Satyawati College (E)
18. Nalini Panda  IP College
19. Vibha Aggarwal  IP College
20. Shruti Jain  Mata Sundri College
21. Meenakshi Sinha Swami  Mata Sundri College
22. Saumya Shukla  Maharaja Agrasen College
23. C Saratchand  Satyawati College
24. Tanjot Singh  Gargi College
25. Kumari Deepa Rani  ARSD College
26. Apoorva Gupta  Ramjas College
27. Atif Rabbani  Zakir Hussain College
28. Archana Dixit  Bharati College
29. Suneyana Sharma  RLA College
30. Vandana Yadav  Bharati College
31. Pragya Shankar  RLA College
Notes:

1. **Internal Assessment:** There will be two tests of 10 marks each and 5 marks will be allotted for attendance.
2. **Examination Pattern:** Students would be required to answer 5 out of 8 questions. Distribution of questions should be roughly proportional to the amount of reading material under each topic.
3. **Readings with an asterisk** mark are for teachers only.

**Topic-wise revised reading list for 2017**

Unit 1. Macroeconomic Policies and Their Impact:
Fiscal Policy; trade and investment policy; financial and monetary policies; labour regulation.


**Readings for Teachers**


Unit 2: Policies and Performance in Agriculture
Growth; productivity; agrarian structure and technology; capital formation; trade; pricing and procurement.


Readings for Teachers


Unit 3: Policies and Performance in Industry

Growth; productivity; diversification; small scale industries; public sector; competition policy; foreign investment.


Readings for Teachers

1. *Aditya Bhattacharjea, 2010, Of Omissions and Commissions: India’s Competition Laws, EPW, 28 August, sections 1 and 3 only.

Unit 4: Trends and Performance in Services